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Our Volunteers Are The Best!
Our pantry is a bit different than other pantries for several reasons. Today I want to
highlight our volunteers. We are run 100% by volunteers. That means people take time
out of their day (or days) to serve others without expecting anything in return. Working
alongside these dedicated volunteers is one of the greatest joys in my life! It takes so
many volunteers to get everything done each week and we are blessed with the best! We
continue to run a drive thru service and we have gotten it down to a science! We continue
to serve about 250 households each Wednesday, and that wouldn't be possible without
these dedicated people! Volunteers handle everything from picking up rescued food,
sorting and date checking, packing food to be distributed, running the car lanes, recording the numbers, pushing a cart,
loading cars with food, and cleaning up after. Thank you to ALL who continue to show up! You are seen and appreciated!
If you would like more information on how you can volunteer, send us an email. ~ Shannon Howley, Executive Director
_______________________________________________________________________________________

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT!
We have so many dedicated volunteers and we hope to spotlight each and every one! Meet Tracee
and Kuofeng. They started helping at the pantry in April of 2020 when the pandemic hit and continued
throughout summer with their two young boys, Tucker and Kaiser. They serve in a few different
positions here including picking up food from area grocery stores, patron lead counter and directing
traffic during distribution. When asked why they help at the pantry Tracee responded, "We don't have
family in Wisconsin and the pantry volunteers have really embraced us, making us feel like one big
family".  They both agreed that they are so proud to be a part of this pantry that Shannon has built and
enjoy helping people in a time of need.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

We are in need of supporters! If you have a little extra time and would like to volunteer, we have positions that
range from light duty to heavy duty. Packing, sorting, lifting, and driving a pallet jack are just a few of the
positions we need filled. Email us for more info: info@bbpantry.org  If you want to support our pantry but don't
have extra time to volunteer, please consider supporting our pantry through a financial donation. You can donate
on our website www.bbpantry.org/donate or by using the form below. Your donation is tax deductible.


